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Overview

• Why organizations merit focus for sustained energy behavior 
change

• Data’s essential role as the currency of energy performance in 
organizations

• Federal agencies’ efforts to provide energy performance data 
tools

• How market players are leveraging federal tools

• Emerging trends and needs

• Summary and conclusions
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Why Organizational Energy Behavior Matters

• Organizations use most of the energy: 63% of U.S. final 
consumption (from EIA AEO 2014 reference case)

• Organizations measure performance—financially and by other 
metrics—regularly

• Most organizations work to improve performance

• Most organizations collect, analyze and report data to measure 
and track performance

• Leading organizations provide employee engagement that can 
support behavior change in households
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Best Practices in Energy Management Center on Data
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• First year results from DOE’s 
Better Buildings Challenge 
program, which requires 
benchmarking and disclosure; 
partners showed average 
annual savings of 2.5%  

• 35,000 buildings that 
benchmarked with Portfolio 
Manager continuously from 
2008 to 2011 achieved an 
average savings of 7% (2.4% 
per year) 
www.energystar.gov/datatrends

Measuring Data Helps Drive Performance
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• Data Analytics at the portfolio level
– Benchmarking, outlier analysis, load profiles, disaggregation, utility bill 

analysis 

• Targeted Site Prioritization
– Identification of best and worst in class performers

– Prioritize underperforming buildings

• Targeted Site Analytics
– Conduct remote data analytics, phone interviews, site visits

– Obtaining sampled building characteristics data to support data analytics

• Targeted Site Data Supports Portfolio Opportunities  
– Generalizing building-level analytics helps identify scalable improvements

• On-going Data Analytics
– Compare actuals to predicted, improve tools, drive better results

How Data Helps Drive Performance
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Understanding Portfolio Performance
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Using Data Analytics to Drive Portfolio Improvement

% Target Cost Savings
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• Site visits conducted at three Wyndham Hotel properties

• Goal of identifying low cost measures to reduce energy use

• In just six months, achieved 14% energy savings

• Opportunities Identified
– Reduce default “lit-on” lights in guest rooms

– Guest room temperature management

– Adjust chiller coil temperatures based on outside air temperature

– Monitor carbon monoxide (CO) levels to optimize garage fan operation

– Corrected building interior pressurization 

– Manage kitchen exhaust hoods

– Clean coils and filters aggressively 

– Manage maximum hot water temperature

– Careful control of equipment operating schedules

– Guest Room Loading Strategy

– Lighting replacement

Site visits conducted by ICF through the US-China Sustainable Buildings Partnership (SBP)

Case Study – Portfolio Strategy for Wyndham
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Case Study: Toyota

• 23% reduction over six years

• Achieved by:
– Assigning KPIs to production 

shops

– Making shop captains 
accountable

– Providing very granular weekly 
and monthly KPI data

– Forcing shop captains to ask 
Facilities for help

– Maintaining “kaizen” database of 
EE improvement options

– EE moved out of the boiler room 
and onto the shop floor

– Creating friendly shop 
competitions
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Case Study: IBM

• EE target set at 3.5% year

• Achieved by:
– Triaging reporting: ~600 of 1100+ sites

– Triaging management focus: 
manufacturing/data centers, major 
facilities, minor facilities

– Dashboarding facility performance

– Getting facilities staff involved in 
production unit operations

– Driving greater innovation by asking 
people to look at technology solutions

– Driving most energy performance 
improvements via behavior change and 
automation of change
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U.S. Government Tools Make it Easier

SEED Platform

DOE’s Building 
Rating Tools

Energy 
Consumption 

(Green Button)

Audits

Equipment & 
asset info

Operating 
characteristics 

Other Tools & Databases

Basic Building 
Info

Public records

Commissioning 
studies

ToolsData Sources Databases

Other Platforms

Key: Public Tools | Private Tools
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Green Button Initiative
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• Consumer access to energy data in 
electronic format

• Enables development of software 
applications

• Available to 42+ million customers 
now and 59+ million in the future

• Based on North American Energy 
Standards Board (NAESB) Energy 
Services Provider Interface (ESPI) 
standard
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ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager – U.S. and Canada

Operational rating tool: tracks energy and water usage data

Provides weather-normalized EUI and a 1-100 score 
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Commercial Asset Score & Home Energy Score

Asset rating tools: provide a score and identifies opportunities for 
improvements, based on buildings’ physical characteristics.
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Government Agencies need to Combine and Share Data

City A’s SEED

City B’s SEED

Public 
Records

Public 
Records

Equipment 
Info

Tools & Data Database
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Standard Energy Efficiency Data (SEED) platform
• Open source software includes database and user interface

• Initially designed to help cities manage building transparency programs, but has 
many other potential uses by public entities, utilities, etc. around the world.
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Data in the BPD can be accessed by the public.

Tools & Databases National Database

City A’s SEED

City B’s SEED

Utility Programs’ Data

Building Owners’ Data

Portfolio Manager 
(Operational)

Asset Score (Physical)
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The Buildings Performance Database (BPD)

The BPD enables users to statistically analyze trends in the energy performance and 
physical & operational characteristics of real commercial and residential buildings.
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A common format makes it easier to transfer data.

The Building Energy Data 
Exchange Specification (BEDES)
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The Building Energy Data Exchange Specification
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Market Actors’ Use of Federal Tools 

• States and Cities: 
– Portfolio Manager for benchmarking and disclosure policies (Boston, 

Cambridge, New York, Philadelphia, DC, Montgomery County, Austin, 
Chicago, Minneapolis, Seattle, Washington State, San Francisco, 
California

– SEED for data management and reporting

– Building Performance Database

– Asset Rating Tools

• Utilities
– Portfolio Manager for data access, program baselines, tracking

– Asset rating tool for customer programs

• Third parties
– App developers using open-source, API features to build commercial 

data offerings
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Market Actors’ Use of Federal Tools 
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Utility Automated Benchmarking Web Services
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What Lies Behind the ABS User Interface
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Matching Buildings to Accounts via Virtual Metering
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Emerging trends and needs

• Converging asset and operational ratings
– Advanced data analytics enables synergistic learning

– Calibration of asset rating tools<<>>improvement of analytics tools

• Converging low-cost sensors and building analytics
– Reduces costs for key data acquisition

– Enables more accurate analytics tools

– Requires advanced pattern recognition/machine learning software

• Integrating advanced analytics into program evaluation
– Developing baselines using convergence methods above

– Measuring savings in semi-real time

– Rolling up savings data to portfolio level
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Summary

• Organizations can be powerful agents of behavior change

• Data is the currency of behavior change for energy performance

• Federal data tools and services help data exchange and reporting through:

– Standard formats: BEDES, Green Button

– Open source platforms with API: SEED

– Building analytics tools: Asset Scoring Tool

– Benchmarking tools: Portfolio Manager

• Benefits to organizations include:

– Enhanced data access

– Benchmarking services

– Better bases for valuing energy performance

• Public sector benefits include:

– Increased visibility of energy performance in the market

– Platforms and tools that support policy and program goals

– Reduced costs and increased consistency for EE programs and policies


